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African Immigrant Tailors
in Lisbon An Approach To (Co)learning
Can the certification of skills facilitate the professional integration of migrants and their access
to the labour market? A case concerning the tailor profession in Lisbon.
by Sofia Vilarinho

T

his article identifies the issues concerning
the community of African immigrant tailors
in Lisbon, their role, practices and working
conditions. Aiming to answer the question
how can tailors’ technical knowledge and
skills be empowered, in order to promote
professional integration of these migrants? A pedagogical approach is proposed as case study. In methodological terms,
it privileges an interdisciplinary perspective that combines
grounded theory with action-research. The findings show
that the implementation of a co-learning training program
can empower tailors with a more accurate knowledge about
tailoring. The certification of skills promoted access to labour
market thus professional integration.
Introduction
Since historic times, in most African countries sewing has
been a male activity. Yet to become well trained in such dexterity, tailors must start training from childhood. Tailor apprentices1 engage with more skilled tailors to learn the craft
and the skills that may be taught in more traditional settings.
“Speaking”, “watching” and “listening” are the chains for
knowledge transfer. Unlike “formal schooling” (as conventionally called in Western terms) young tailors-apprentices
learn by doing; from master to disciple this “word-of-mouth”
hands-on instruction is constant from generation to generation of tailors. Lave (1977, p. 177) who conducted an extensive study with a group of the Vai and Gola tailors in Liberia,
highlights that «inductive transition of knowledge is the most
common mode of teaching/learning in apprenticeship». Concluding that from disciples to master this learning provides an
individualized and realistic learning setting so that «apprenticeship happens as a way of and in the course of daily life»
(Lave, Wenger 1991, pp. 69-70). But is this craftsmanship recognized in the context of immigration to Western countries?
Specifically, when analysing the immigrant community of African tailors in Lisbon the research identified that tailors face
hard working conditions and the informal “apprentice-master” model acquired in Africa is not valued as an integral or
relevant component of the formal educational, neither working system. So the main question arose: how can African im-
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migrant tailors’ technical knowledge and skills be empowered, in order to promote their professional integration?
The answer may be found in an educational program that
could also be a co-learning experience (teacher and student
collaborate in learning) with the aim of empowering tailors’
knowledge on tailoring and to give them certification of skills.
In summary, the article is organized as follows: the next section introduces methodologies; the third section describes
the community of immigrant tailors, their role and creative
practices and identifies the main issues about working conditions; the fourth section describes the pedagogical action
and, finally, the last section discusses results.
Methodologies
To develop the African tailors’ training program, it was necessary to combine two different methodological approaches.
During an initial phase, together with a literature review about
African tailoring, we applied the Glaser and Strauss (1967)
Grounded Theory Method to an analysis of qualitative data
collected during two different periods: a semi ethnographic field study, carried out in Lisbon city centre from June to
September 2011, and the case-study carried out from October
2011 to December 2012. With this method we included historical analysis and a set of semi-structured interviews used to
support both our participant observation in the field and the
respective final reports in which the original data was re-reviewed. For data accuracy, several meetings were planned
beforehand and this mapping procedure also included direct
observation both of tailors ateliers’ working environment
and during the training program. In total, we interviewed 20
African immigrant tailors living and working in Lisbon. Each
interview lasted around 15 minutes.
During a second phase we choose a new methodological direction that follows a Participatory Action Research (PAR) approach, enabling us to work in partnership with the community in a manner that led to action for change. The goal was to
propose a program that could offer immigrants the possibility
to take part in learning experience. As Fuad-Luke suggests,
designing collectively is a strategy that «offers an opportunity for multi-stakeholders and actors to collectively define the
context and the problem and in doing so improve the chance
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of a design outcome being effective» (2009, p. 147). Knowledge transfer was based on an approach conceived by Kolb
(1984) as a four-stage cycle (see Fig. 1). A serious of learning,
change, and growth seen to be facilitated best by an integrated co-learning process that begins with here-and-now experience followed by collection of data and observations about
that experience. The data is then analysed and the conclusions of this analysis are fed back to all those taking part in
this experience so that they can apply them in order to modify their behaviour and choice of new experiences. Immediate
concrete experience is the basis for observation and reflection. These observations are assimilated into a “theory” from
which new implications for action can be deduced.
FIGURE 1: Kolb’s experiential learning model
(source: Kolb 1984).

Considering that tailors’ creativity is a key factor for African
community’s everyday fashion and identity we became specially attracted to Ehrenfeld’s (2008) assertion. The author
stresses the need to build “individual capability” through “social responsibility actions”.
The community of Immigrant African Tailors in Lisbon:
Locating Production and Chains of Creativity
To map the community of immigrant tailors we have carried
out a fieldwork study in the greater Lisbon area. Interviews
revealed that this community is made up of about 17 tailors
from many different countries: Guinea Bissau, Sierra Leone,
Guinea Conakry, Gambia, Senegal and Cape Verde. Their ages
range from 28 to 60 years old and their vocational education
and the length of time they have learned tailoring (in Africa)
may vary, conditioning both the ability to respond to more
specialized job-projects and the required qualifying entrance
level to any eventual continuing formal education program.
Most of the tailors live and work in downtown areas, while
others live and work in the Amadora – Sintra area (outskirts
of Lisbon). The period they have been living in the country
varies from 12 years to a few months; whether or not they are
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I sarti africani immigrati
a Lisbona: un approccio
all’apprendimento cooperativo

L

’articolo si interroga sulla questione del rafforzamento delle competenze tecniche e delle abilità
specifiche dei migranti presentando uno studio,
svoltosi tra il 2011 e il 2012, su un gruppo di sarti
africani immigrati a Lisbona. Partendo da una raccolta di
dati e interviste, e proseguendo secondo il metodo della
ricerca-azione partecipativa, lo studio ha rilevato che nel
gruppo di sarti – pur trattandosi di una comunità piuttosto
numerosa costituita da cittadini di diversi Paesi, varie età
e percorso migratorio sia recentissimo sia di lunga data –
nessuno degli intervistati possedeva un regolare permesso per svolgere la propria attività professionale. Alcuni di
questi erano impiegati in altri campi, altri lavoravano come
sarti in condizioni professionali difficili e non riconosciute.
Al fine di promuovere l’integrazione in campo professionale attraverso una certificazione delle competenze, è stata costituita EPAT-Educational Platform for African Tailors,
una piattaforma appositamente realizzata in collaborazione
con Modatex, una scuola per l’occupazione e la formazione professionale, specializzata in abbigliamento e moda.
L’approccio metodologico scelto per la formazione, che
ha visto la partecipazione di 9 sarti, ha cercato di unire le
caratteristiche del lavoro e dell’addestramento informale,
tipico delle realtà africane, con la necessità di certificare le competenze secondo un metodo riconosciuto dal
modello occidentale.
L’apprendimento del mestiere di sarto in Africa, così come
per molti altri mestieri, si basa infatti sul passaggio di
competenze attraverso l’apprendistato. A differenza che
nella scuola formale, i sarti-apprendisti cominciano il loro
percorso sin da bambini e imparano grazie all’osservazione e al trasferimento generazionale delle conoscenze.
Inoltre, in un contesto come quello della diaspora di Lisbona, quella del sarto è una figura portatrice di forte
identità locale: attraverso la lavorazione di abiti tradizionali, egli rappresenta un forte richiamo di appartenenza e
identità per l’intera comunità africana.
L’approccio scelto da EPAT è stato dunque quello del
co-learning, in cui insegnanti e studenti/sarti collaborano nel processo formativo. Uno scambio di competenze
che ha portato a risultati soddisfacenti e ha permesso ai
partecipanti, pur mantenendo una forte specificità, di acquisire nuovi elementi, incluso la gestione di una propria
impresa, la creazione di un sito internet, ecc. A distanza di un anno tutti i partecipanti hanno migliorato le loro
condizioni di partenza, tre sarti hanno regolarizzato la loro
posizione professionale, un altro è stato in grado di ottenere un contratto di lavoro, due hanno continuato i loro
studi presso Modatex, un altro ha trovato occupazione
presso uno stilista.
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registered as tailors in their passport documents, they lack
access to employment, and all of them work in an irregular
situation whether they work in the building construction
industry, or any other jobs rarely related to their tailoring
profession. In spite of the possibility for a better professional
status and educational opportunities, greater obstacles lead
a large number of immigrant tailors to demonstrate a strong
wish and intention to return to their home countries, «Europe is not what I thought it was», says one of the tailors.

Chains of creativity
When talking about everyday clothing and identity tailors
have been one of the most important mediators2 in African
culture. In her Dakar case study, Grabski (2009, p. 222) also
points out that «tailors not only draw information and inspiration from urban visual experience, they are also important
agents in shaping it». And when transposing the study to Lisbon’s diaspora context, we found that this mediating role is
still identifiable on the work done by immigrant tailors. African textiles and traditional sartorial like boubous, kaftans,
taille basse3 symbolize a tailor’s sense of being African.
The fieldwork led us to conclude that their mediating role is
not recognized and there is still a considerable lack of effective support from official producers (i.e. public officials and
policy-makers) to improve immigrant tailors’ inclusion. In
their own words, tailors feel highly deprived from any institutional supporting mechanism whether that is continuing
school programs or formal legalized working systems.
The issues referred to above led us to reflect further on the
aim of strengthening their vocation and employability. Meanwhile the following question arose: how can African immigrant tailors’ technical knowledge and skills be empowered,
in order to promote their professional integration?
The answer may be found in a more formal co-designed training
based on a co-learning experience that could certificate their
skills. The next section will describe the pedagogical action.
Planning Action: Developing a Course with African
Immigrant Tailors in Lisbon
For a coherent mind-frame about community development,
we must consider the major role that education has on promoting self-sufficient practices. In cooperation with Modatex,4 EPAT– Educational Platform for African Tailors was
developed. The program took place from November 2011 to
December 2012 and followed a twice-a-week schedule from
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6.30pm to 9.30pm. Nine tailors participated – 5 from Guinea
Bissau, 1 from Sierra Leone, 1 from Gambia, 1 from Guinea
Conakry and 1 from Angola.
The content of the program was based on Fuad-Luke’s idea that
co-design can generate a positive impact. Moreover, this study’s
aim was also to reveal the importance of practical actions for
designing collectively, for it bears a strategy that «offers an opportunity for multi-stakeholders and actors to collectively define the context and the problem and in doing so improve the
chance of a design outcome being effective» (2009, p. 147). So
the coherence of the programme was developed together with
the tailors, the four Modatex teachers and the researcher. Finally, we agreed the following modules: Creative challenges (25
hours); Flat pattern-cutting upgrade (50 hours); Empowerment
skills: cutting, sewing and detail construction (25 hours); Technologies: from fabrics to social networks (50 hours).
An education model was developed in line with the course’s
core aims, based on elements of formal and informal education. In order to focus on tailors’ needs, an active methodology was required to involve verbal discussions and exercise
demonstrations, supported by observation-based knowledge,
reflection and personal exploration skills (see Diagram 1 and
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DIAGRAM 1: Co-learning education
based on both formal and informal
elements of teaching and learning.

Left: A tailor from Guinea Bissau working at his shop.
Records from fieldwork, Lisbon, June 2011.
© Sofia Vilarinho
Center: Tailors working together during
creative challenges module.
© Sofia Vilarinho

Fig. 1). At the same time this contextualized approach provided opportunities for tailors to engage in active learning.
Along with the skills training, other sorts of issues arose during the sessions, from those concerning the very practicalities
of daily life like how to get the cheapest transport to school, to
entrepreneurial skills, like how to set up their own web page.
Since emphasizing the importance of culture and considering
the affective bonds tailors have with African clothing, most
of them chose to use wax print style cloths in the practical
exercises. The approach also implied a sense of respect for
students’ rhythm to process knowledge growth and to feeling
gradually more comfortable engaging in a peer-to-peer dialogue between colleagues and teachers in such collaborative
ways that both sides got to share knowledge and issues about
tailoring. During the exercises, some tailors collaborated
with each other by sharing knowledge to find the best way to
achieve the goals of the exercise, but they also asked teachers for guidance when a more complete understanding was
needed. It was a continuous process of guidance and feedback. This loop also effectuated the continuous adjustment
of part of the course to bring the learning activities into better alignment with changing objectives. To achieve «mutual
learning between the stakeholders/actors» (Fuad-Luke 2009,
p. 176), Modatex teachers adapted their technical language to
better suit the tailors-students’ linguistic and cultural backgrounds. This meant that the empirical ways of measuring
(such as folding fabric, hand spans, measuring tape) already
known by tailors would be used instead of asking them to follow the conventional Western technical rules. Similarly, other
alternative tactics were used by teachers to explain certain
fundamental meanings to the tailors who hardly understood
Portuguese, presenting their explanations with visual examples rather than by using written text supports.
The certification of skills happened at the end of the course with
a diploma that confirmed achievement of the tailoring ability.
Results’ Analysis and Conclusive Factors of Success
With EPAT, the technical knowledge and skills of the tailors
was reinforced. Co-learning was achieved, firstly because students could learn new technical skills and develop new creative and aesthetic assessment technics and empowerment;
and secondly because teachers could learn how to feel the
African cloths, and enhance the right sensitivity towards the
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actual experience of working (with) this type of fabrics. The
involvement of best practices initiatives was central to the
co-design process, where tailors were not simply listeners
but were also engaged co-authors of the knowledge transfer
that occurred during EPAT. They became capable of inventing
ways of responding and reacting to knowledge. This social responsibility action, was the basis for an integral development
of “self-making”, rebirth of identity, faith and confidence,
personhood, improved autonomy, hope and wellbeing, pleasure of sharing and development a sense of “place making”,
which means ultimately an improvement to the livelihood,
behaviour, skills and daily productive activity of the tailors.
After EPAT, a follow-up phase evaluated the tailor’s professional integration. The assessment was made over the
course of a year (following the end of the course) on a regular basis through visits to their working places (three times
at month). Good results were obtained at a legalization level
once three of the tailors had obtained Portuguese citizenship. Another was able to get a work contract that helped
him to regularize his authorization of residence in Lisbon.
Two of the tailors continued their studies at Modatex and
were enrolled in courses to give them a European dressmaker qualification. Another tailor has, since February
2014, been working with a Fashion designer in Hamburg,
and in 2017 he obtained legal status there.
Media attention through TV, magazines and broadcasting gave
visibility to the tailors’ work and reality, as well as to this research project. This helped to activate the economic perspective
of this action as there was more demand for the tailors’ services.
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NOTES
1 - Jawando, Samuel and Hadunaike define apprenticeship as «training in
art under a legal agreement defining the relationship between master and
learner and the duration and conditions of the relationship» (2012, p. 180).
2 - With mediators we mean that tailors are able to transform, translate,
modify and adapt the meaningfulness of the cloths and clothes.
3 - A boubou (or Bubu) consists of a wide tunic mainly used by men in
West Africa and to a lesser extent in North Africa of Islamic culture. It
is generally made of cotton or silk in a rectangular shape with an opening on the center-front normally embroidered. The caftan (or Kaftan)
is a long, coat-like garment, or overdress, usually reaching the ankles,
fastened with a long sash and with extra-long sleeves. It can be made of
different materials: silk, wool, cotton or cashmere. Its origin dates back
to ancient Mesopotamia and for centuries, higher and middle-class men
throughout eastern Mediterranean countries have worn it, but in many
other cultures like in West Africa kaftans are worn both by men and women. Taille basse is a typical tailleur-like two-piece ensemble from Senegal normally composed of a long narrow skirt and a tight bodice fully

On the right: Dress made by one of the tailors-students as a final result of his
coursework project and later shown on ParQ Fashion Magazine, n. 43, year VI,
October 2014. Online link: http://www.parqmag.com/?p=35298. © Carlota
Andrade

decorated at the top. Usually both pieces are made of the same wax-print
fabric. Often to complement their attire women use a gorgeous turban
made of the same cloth as the ensemble.
4 - Modatex is a trade school specialized in the clothing and fashion ap-
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parel industry subsidized by the Portuguese government agency for employment and professional training.
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